NOTES:

1. INSTALL FILTREXX SILTSOXX IN FRONT OF CURB OPENING TO A MINIMUM OF 12" BEYOND THE OPENING, EACH SIDE.

2. ANCHOR THE FILTREXX SILTSOXX BEHIND THE CURB WITH A WOODEN STAKE. STAKES SHALL BE ANCHORED A MINIMUM OF 12" INTO SOIL.

3. STANDARD INLET PROTECTION FOR CURB INLET PROTECTION AND CURB SEDIMENT CONTAINMENT WILL USE 8" DIAMETER INLET PROTECTION. DURING CURB INSTALLATION, INLET PROTECTION SHALL BE COMPACTED TO BE SLIGHTLY SHORTER THAN CURB HEIGHT.

4. IF INLET PROTECTION BECOMES CLOGGED WITH DEBRIS AND SEDIMENT, THEY SHALL BE MAINTAINED SO AS TO ASSURE PROPER DRAINAGE AND WATER FLOW INTO THE STORM DRAIN. IN SEVERE STORM EVENTS, OVERFLOW OF THE INLET PROTECTION MAY BE ACCEPTABLE TO KEEP THE AREA FROM FLOODING.

5. CURB AND DRAIN INLET PROTECTION SHALL BE POSITIONED SO AS TO PROVIDE A PERMEABLE PHYSICAL BARRIER TO THE DRAIN ITSELF, ALLOWING SEDIMENT TO COLLECT ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE INLET PROTECTION.

6. CONCRETE BLOCKS SHALL BE USED A SPACER TO KEEP THE FILTREXX SILTSOXX FROM BLOCKING THE CURB OPENING. CONCRETE BLOCKS SHALL BE USED AT BOTH ENDS OF THE OPENING AND EVERY 4'.